Universities have been named
for cities, statesmen, provinces,
politicians, regions, rivers and
monarchs. Yet some people still
ask why we chose to honour a
general - a British general at
that. What they don't realize is
that Sir Isaac Brock is probably
the main reason our flag has a
maple leaf, not stars and stripes.
Although he was killed early in
the War of 1812, Brock's
victory at Detroit, and the
victory he inspired at
Queenston Heights, helped to
turn the tide of the war. And
they won for him personally a
special place in our history
and legends.
Isaac Brock towered above
most people much the same
way as his monument towers
above Niagara. The original
memorial was constructed in
1824, but destroyed by
dynamite in 1840 by William
Lett, a British-hating 'renegade'
from the Rebellion of 1837.
The assistance of an outraged
public was quickly enlisted,
however, and a reconstruction
fund established. In 1857,
people could boast of a proud
new statue that was then the
second tallest structure in the
world. Today, visitors from
around the world enjoy the
spectacular view from inside
Brock's head.
But the influence and memory
of Brock have not been
confined to Gothic gray stone.
The soldiers he inspired later
exchanged their redcoats for
overalls and established farms
(Continued on back page)

DGKUNI
Brock University wants to enlist your mind. In exchange for your
efforts and your enthusiasm, we can offer a special learning and living
experience.
Brock is both a community and a commitment to academic excellence.
With 2400 full time and 4500 part time students, we emphasize personal
contact and scholarship.
Brock is for people who will take advantage of the seminars and small
research groups that are integral parts of every course-inquisitive
students who appreciate informality and the chance to work closely with
faculty members.
For some people, the heart of the University is in the Drama department,
especially the thrust stage of Thistle Theatre. Others will tell you it resides
in a research lab; the computer centre; or the history lounge. And some
staff and students-racquets and towels in hand-insist that the real action
is in the physical education complex.
And all of them are right. This is the energy, the variety, that shapes the
quality of life in classrooms, residence, the cafeteria and the study carrels.
On-campus, you'll find clubs, pubs, film series, concerts and some of the
finest physical education facilities in the province. The 540 acre campus,
which encompasses some of the most striking woods, trails and countryside in the peninsula, overlooks St. Catharines and Lake Ontario. The
historic Niagara region offers a wide range of social, cultural and
recreational events, as diverse as they are unique. And Brock has the
added advantage of being less than ninety minutes away from the
attractions and professional sports ofToronto and Buffalo.
Brock University is for creative, enquiring people. Consider your goals
and priorities, and explore the programs and possibilities Brock can offer.
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Admissions
How to apply Ontario grade 13 (Year 5) students should complete the

Alberta. British Columbia. Manitoba. Nova Scotia. Saskatchewan

"Application for Admission to an Ontario University"
which is available at school guidance offices. Your application will then be
filed and processed at the Ontario Universities' Application Centre in
Guelph, Ontario.

New Brunswick Grade 12 graduation with high standing.

Grade 12 senior matriculation.

Prince Edward Island First year at the University of Prince Edward
Island.

All other candidates-either applicants for part time study, or applicants
for full time study who are not presently attending an Ontario high
school-should complete an "Application for Admission" which is
available on request from our Registrar's Office.

Newfoundland First year at Memorial University.
Quebec College diploma from two-year General CEGEP program.
Candidates who present the College diploma with second class standing
in 24 semester courses may be considered for admission to an appropriate Year II university program. Candidates who achieve second class
standing or better after one year ( 12 semester courses) in the General
CEGEP program may be admitted to Year 1.

There are several ways to qualify When considering students'
applications, the University follows clearly-defined, yet flexible guidelines.
All prospective students, full or part time, are encouraged to apply. As
the following categories indicate, there are several ways to be accepted.

Ontario Grade 13 Graduates Applicants should have completed

United Kingdom. West Indies, East and W~st Africa. Hong Kong

Ontario grade 13 and have received the Ontario Secondary School
Honour Graduation Diploma (OSSHGD) with an average of 60 per cent
or better in required credits.

General Certificate of Education of the United Kingdom Universities,
with passes in five subjects, of which at least two must be passed at the
advanced level; or passes in four subjects of which at least three must be
passed at the advanced level.

Candidates presenting an OSSHGD with an average of less than 60 per
cent, or those who lack one or more credits towards their diploma are
exceptional cases and may be admitted upon the recommendation of
the Senate Committee on Admissions.

United States of America Applicants who have successfully
completed grade 12 in the U.S. and have high scores in the College
Entrance Examination Board Tests will be considered for direct admission
toYear 1. Other applicants from the U.S. may be required to present first
year credits (30 semester hours in academic subjects relevant to the
proposed program at Brock) from accredited colleges or universities.

Ontario Grade 12 Graduates Applicants who have completed
Ontario grade 12 may be admitted to Year_1 after successfully finishing
Brock's Grade 12 Summer Program. See page 5 for details.

Other Overseas Candidates Applicants from areas other than those
noted above should first check the information brochure for overseas
applicants and then have an assessment made of their eligibility.

Applicants from outside Ontario For applicants with qualifications
from schools and institutions outside Ontario, these certificates are
normally accepted as equivalent to Ontario grade 13:
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Transfer Students Applicants with previous experience in degree
programs or certificate programs at other post-secondary institutions will
be assessed individually. Advanced standing will be granted where
applicable. For students wishing to transfer from other Ontario institutions,
the following general principles apply:

Special Student Admission The people who are unsure of their
scholastic capabilities, but eager at least to sample university study have
not been forgotten. It is possible to register in degree-credit courses
without formally being admitted to the University. 'Special students' may
take courses to qualify for admission or re-admission, to improve their
vocational or professional skills, or for personal interest. Students who
successfully complete a minimum of two full courses or the equivalent
may then apply for admission to regular degree or certificate programs.
Applications will be considered by the Admissions Committee on an
individual basis, and degree or certificate credit may be given for work done.

Certificate/Diploma Programs Applicants who have completed a
three year diploma program at a College of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAAT) or at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute with an overall second class
standing or better may be admitted to an appropriate Year IT university
program. Applicants who have achieved overall second class standing or
better at the end of two years at a CAAT or Ryerson, or a two year certificate program, will be considered for admission to first year and may
receive credit for some Year 1 courses. Applicants with superior records
at the end of one year of one of the above-mentioned programs may
be admitted to Year 1 .

English Proficiency Applicants whose first language is not English must
provide evidence of English language proficiency. This will usually be
done through an acceptable score of TOEFL-Test of English as a Foreign
Language--from the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.

Degree Programs Applicants wishing to transfer to Brock from degree
programs at other Ontario universities will have their previous work
assessed on a per-course basis. Usually, credit will be given for courses
passed with a grade of 'C' or better.

Grade 12 Summer Program
No two people are intellectually and emotionally ready for university at the
exact same time. Brock's innovative Grade 12 Program is designed for
those students who may be prepared to make the move into first year
directly from grade 12.

Mature Students Those people who are not eligible for admission in
any of the categories listed above, and who have been out of school for at
least two full years, may be admitted as 'mature students'.

For five weeks during the summer, students work in a university environment exploring the humanities, sciences and social sciences as they are
taught at the first year level. This enables the students and Brock's instructional committee to judge whether early enrolment in university is in the
students' best interests.

Normally, mature applicants must write an aptitude and achievement test.
The results of the test, together with the applicant's academic record, will
be considered before an admissions decision is made.
Teachers who hold a permanent Ontario teacher's certificate and nurses
who hold an Ontario R.N. certificate may be admitted to a Year l university
program as mature students without writing the aptitude test.
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This summer immersion program is challenging and exciting. Top students
who are admitted to Year I at Brock are awarded $400 entrance
scholarships.
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Costs of the course are minimal. There are no tuition fees; students pay
only for textbooks, and residence accommodation, which is optional.

Masters' programs are offered in philosophy and politics (M .A.), in
biological sciences, chemistry, geological sciences and physics (M.Sc.),
and in education (M.Ed.).

Application and nomination forms for the program are available from
high school principals and guidance counsellors.

There are also specialized certificate programs in administrative studies,
urban studies, environmental studies, and computer science and
information processing.

Degrees, diplomas,
certificates

Broadening your horizons

Brock offers various undergraduate and graduate degree programs, as
well as special certificate programs.

Taken out of context, a university's insistence that you take courses in
specified and perhaps unfamiliar disciplines may seem arbitrary. So let
us explain the why's and how's of 'core and context' .

A general or pass degree normally takes three years to complete;
approved standing in 15 credit courses is required. An honours degree
normally takes four years; approved standing in 20 credit courses is
required.

As early as high school, students begin to specialize. For every option
you choose, you restrict yourself in some other area you don't explore.
And, although we don't expect politics majors to spend a lot of time with
biology, or physics students to become experts in classics, the University
believes that your degree should represent a well-rounded education,
with an expanded awareness of many ideas and areas of study. As you
pursue a career or go on to further study, you will appreciate the ability
to understand new developments in other, perhaps inter-related fields .

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) general and honours Classics, drama,
economics, Enghsh, geography, Germanic and Slavic studies (German
and Russian), history, music, philosophy, politics, psychology, romance
studies (French, Italian, Spanish), sociology and urban and environmental
studies.
Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) general and honours Biological sciences,
chemistry, computer science, geological sciences, mathematics and physics.

The various disciplines are divided into three divisions, or facultieshumanities, social sciences and sciences. Students must take one course
from each division. At Brock there is a dean overseeing the operations
of each division. These are very approachable people who are always
willing to meet with students and discuss their concerns.

Bachelor of Administration (B.Admin.) honours
Bachelor of Physical Education(B.Phy.Ed.) general and honours
The Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) is a professional degree; applicants
must already hold a B.A. or B. Sc.
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There's more than one
way to attend classes

Biological Sciences-any two of biology, chemistry, physics (chemistry
and physics preferred)

Brock offers courses year-round during several different sessions. This
gives you more flexibility in timetabling, and, if necessary, enables
students to work and pursue their studies on a part time basis without
complications.

Chemistry -chemistry, physics
Geological Sciences-any two of biology, chemistry, physics, geology

During the fall/winter session, which goes from September to April,
classes are scheduled during the day and evening. Although evening
courses are held primarily to accommodate part time students who work
during the day, any student may enrol in evening classes.

Mathematics-a third credit in mathematics; physics is recommended
Physics-chemistry, physics; a third credit in mathematics is recommended
For entry into social science programs such as economics, geography,
psychology, sociology, and urban and environmental studies, one Year 5
mathematics credit is recommended.

The spring evening (May to mid-July) and summer day (July to midAugust) sessions offer courses at a concentrated level.
Winter evening and spring and summer course offerings vary from year
to year. Details are published well in advance of registration, along with
complete timetabling schedules.

Subject requirements
Specific admission requirements depend on the subjects you wish to study.
These are outlined below in terms of Ontario grade 13 (Year 5) credits.
For entry into arts, physical education and administrative studies degree
programs, a satisfactory Year 5 English credit is required.
For entry into science degree programs, two Year 5 credits in mathematics
are mandatory; Year 5 English is strongly recommended; and the following
subjects are also required:
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Administrative Studies
More than a one-dimensional program in business or public administration,
the School of Administrative Studies prepares students for careers in
organizations of all forms-from large industrial enterprises and
government agencies to small businesses and manufacturing concerns.
Concentrating on both theoretical background and practical problemsolving, you will be involved in case discussions, seminars and actual
field work. Central to the program is the concept of understanding the
increasingly complex relationships among people, organizations and the
public and private sectors. Optional areas of study include accounting,
computer science, finance, marketing, organizational behaviour and
quantitative analysis. Our faculty members are widely recognized in
their respective fields of administration, and share with students their
practical experiences in business and government.
The B.Admin. is an honours degree program.

Asian Studies
Admission requirements
English is mandatory. One
credit in mathematics is
recommended.
Year 1 courses
ADMIN 190/Introduction to
Management. Plus specific
courses in departments such as
Politics and Economics as outlined in the calendar.
Career planning
The B.Admin. program is
designed for students who want
to follow careers in the public
sector-education, civil service,
public health-or the private
sector-industry, commerce,
labour. Graduates are welltrained for general management, accounting, industrial
relations, marketing, banking
and sales.
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One of the most interesting ways to gain new perspectives and a better
critical awareness of our Western, specifically North American, culture
is to become acquainted with fundamentally different societies. Students
of Asian Studies develop an understanding of the traditional civilizations
and contemporary societies of East, Southeast and South Asia. This is
not a separate degree program, but an opportunity to concentrate on
Asia and make it your focal point for studying economics, geography,
history, philosophy, politics or sociology. Our membership in the
Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute has enabled students to participate in
special summer programs at various Canadian universities, as well as
summer field studies in India.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 Asian-related
courses
SANS 100/lntroduction to
classical Sanskrit; grammar,
literature, techniques of translating. PHIL 192/lntroduction to
Eastern philosophy. EXST 102/
Civilizations of Asia, including
India, China and Southeast Asia.

B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Career opportunities
In our contemporary global
community, a knowledge and
understanding of Asian cultures
adds a new dimension to
careers in international agencies,
diplomatic services, teaching,
and with multinational
corporations.
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Canadian Studies

Biological Sciences
Biology is the science of life, in both the zoological and botanical worlds.
However, it is considerably more than facts and observations about living
systems. Contemporary biology addresses itself to many vital problems,
from over-population, food shortages, dwindling natural resources and
pollution to the diseased state of plants and animals. Students can follow
their interests in areas such as molecular biology, ecology, biophysics,
genetics, biochemistry or physiology. Through our investigative studies
program, students gain experience in hypothesis formulation, experimental design and performance, and data analysis. Regular classroom
and lab work is complemented by guest lectures, local fields studies and
co-operative programs in the Maritimes (Huntsman Marine Laboratory)
and the Caribbean. Faculty members are involved in various projects
funded by a number of agencies, particularly by the National Research
Council. These projects include the structure and function of membranes,
ecology, genetics, plant pathology, environmental issues, and radiation.

Admission requirements
English is recommended. Two
credits in mathematics are
mandatory. Any two of biology,
chemistry or physics are
mandatory.

B.Sc. and honours B.Sc. programs are available.

Career planning
Some graduates go on to professional studies in medicine,
law, dentistry or pharmacology.
Other possibilities include
teaching, working with international assistance agencies,
positions as technologists and
assistants in government,
industry and hospital labs, and
environmental studies and
pharmaceutical sales.

Year 1 courses
BIOL 190/Fundamental
concepts of modern biology.
*BIOL 120/Biology and social
change. * BIOL 125/Biology
and man.
* primarily for non-science
majors
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Although Brock does not offer a separate degree program in Canadian
Studies, students can make Canada the focus of their studies by choosing
Canadian-related courses from various disciplines. This interdepartmental
approach enables you to emphasize Canadian perspectives and problems
as you gain invaluable exposure to several areas of study. Within this
framework, you may study drama, literature, politics, economics, history,
geology, geography, sociology and urban and environmental studies.
A general B.A. program is available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 Canadian-related
courses
EDUC 190/Introduction to
education studies. POLl 190/
Introduction to politics.
SOCI 190/Man and society.
UEST 190/Canadian urban and
environmental issues.
Career planning
People with a solid background
in the factors that shape
Canadian society may enjoy
work in broadcasting,
journalism, community service,
historical and archival research
and civil service.
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Classics

Chemistry
Chemistry is the study of matter: its composition, properties, and the
changes that it undergoes. Chemistry improves our lives through
developments in agriculture, energy, medicine and many other areas of
technology and science. Brock chemistry students enjoy opportunities
not always available at larger universities. These include the chance to
do original research using advanced instrumentation; a low student!
faculty ratio with ample opportunity for individual guidance; and an
optional series of guest lectures and local field trips. There are pure and
applied research projects in the areas of organic, inorganic, analytical,
physical, and theoretical chemistry, and in the frontier areas of bioorganic and bio-inorganic chemistry and chemical physics.
B.Sc. and honours B.Sc. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is recommended. Two
credits in mathematics are
mandatory. Chemistry and
physics are mandatory.
Year 1 courses
CHEM 190/Bonding and
structure. CHEM 192hc/Principles of organic chemistry.
CHEM 197hc/Chemistry and
the environment. PHSC 191 I
Introduction to physical science.
* SCIE 120/Natural science, its
growth and consequences.
* primarily for non-science
majors

Socrates said, "Greek culture is not the mark of a particular time and
place, but a way of life which will benefit all mankind." For centuries,
Classics has been the mainstay of a liberal education: Our department's
goal is to presenf the exciting legacy of Greek and Roman thought as a
whole. Students may concentrate on classical languages or classical
studies, which includes literature (in translation), ancient history and
archaeology. Greek and Latin courses begin with elementary language
instruction. In the classical studies program, the many facets of Greek and
Roman civilization are explored-literature, art, philosophy, political and
social theory, science and religion. The department sponsors productions
of classical dramas, student teaching at local schools, and annual visits
to Rome and Athens. Archaeological training sessions are conducted
each summer in the Mediterranean. A select number of students spend
six weeks in France, Greece or Cyprus working under the supervision
of internationally-renowned archaeologists.
,

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 courses
CLAS 190/Classical civilization.
CLAS 196/Greek and Roman
myths and religions.
LA TI 100/Introductory Latin.
GREE 100/Introductory Greek.
Career planning
A degree in classics may lead to
library or museum work,
teaching, positions related to
travel and tourism, and
excavation and restoration.

B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Career planning
Canada has important petrochemical, metallurgical and
paper industries which employ
chemists, as do many federal
and provincial departments and
agencies. In addition, other
career possibilities include
professional studies in medicine,
dentistry, pharmacy, environ·
mental studies, teaching, patent
work, law and management.
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Computer Science and
Information Processing
The phenomenal growth of knowledge in all fields continues, with no
end in sight. Many developments would not be possible without the
computer and its ability to perform operations at incredible speeds. Our
program in computer science and information processing emphasizes
the practical applications of information processing and retrieval-how
a computer works and how it can be used. Decidedly less abstract than
some programs at other universities, our courses of study offer as broad
a range as is possible. Most job opporturiities in computing require
knowledge of an additional field . Our program provides a solid core of
computer science together with adequate time for students to gain
expertise in an area of specialization. The Computer Centre houses a
Burroughs 6700 system, and students have ample access to the facilities
for assignments, projects and research.
B.Sc. and honours B.Sc. programs are available.

Education
Admission requirements
English is recommended. Two
credits in mathematics are
mandatory. A third credit in
mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 courses
COSC I OOhc/FORTRAN
programming. COSC 101 he/
Advanced FORTRAN
programming. COSC 190hc/
Introduction to Computer
Science I. COSC 191 he/Introduction to Computer
Science II. COSC 196hc/
Commercial programming
(COBOL language).

Teacher training The College of Education prepares students who
already hold degrees-such as a B.A. or B.Sc.-for teaching in Ontario
elementary and-secondary schools. This one year program at the College
leads to a B. Ed. degree. Field-centred, the emphasis is on students'
instruction and teaching in the schools. The College also offers graduate
studies in education leading to an M.Ed. degree.
Other education courses In addition to its professional programs,
Brock is one of the few universities in Canada offering education courses
to undergraduates. Through introductory courses in education studies,
curriculum theory and design, and early childhood education, students
have the opportunity to explore their interests and gain a realistic
appreciation of the education field before committing themselves to a
B. Ed. program. General B.A. and B.Sc. degree programs combining
education with chemistry, computer science or drama are available.

Year 1 course
EDUC 190/Introduction to
education studies.
Career planning
Many students are now discovering the wider applications
possible with a degree
in education. These include
careers in various education
and child-related services,
social services, personnel
management and industrial
training.

Career planning
As computer science continues
to expand in all areas, so too
does the demand for programmers and experts in
information processing.
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Economics

Drama and Film
Involvement with the Department of Drama enables students to learn
about the arts of theatre and film, as well as to develop specific technical
and critical skills of use outside the theatre. As part of an inter-related
program that stresses both practice and criticism, students may choose
from three streams of study: Practical Theatre-experience in acting,
design, directing, specialized technical skills, playwriting; Dramatic
Literature-the history of dramatic forms from primitive rites to recent
experiments; and Film-a thorough study of both popular and high art
films and their directors. In addition, the department has particular
interests in other media (radio, television, recordings), Canadian drama
and film, and drama in education. All faculty members are involved in
various professional activities or special research interests. Students are
exposed to the thriving arts community in the peninsula. Our excellent
facilities include the 550 seat Thistle Theatre, experimental noon hour
and outdoor theatres, and special film/tv rooms. The academic year is
highlighted by student productions and a festival of original one-act plays.
Special combined programs in English and Drama can be arranged.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory. No
audition is required.
Year 1 courses
DRAM 193/Introduction to
drama. DRAM 194/Introduction to film criticism.
DRAM 199/Introductory
theatre practice.
Career planning
The department's goal is to
produce sensitive, articulate
students of art and of life who
may go on to fill the need in
Canada for skilled performers,
critics, technicians, teachers
and audiences.
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When asked to define his field, Jacob Viner said, "Economics is what
economists do." Viner wasn't evading the question-he was simply trying
to indicate the broad scope of the field . Economics is concerned with
what is produced, how it is produced, and for whom. Every society must
resolve these matters. Economics provides the tools and techniques of
analysis necessary to decide the most efficient ways of utilizing a society's
limited natural and human resources. This involves economists in the
study of, among other things, inflation, unemployment, living standards,
economic growth, and the operation of the banking system. Other areas
of study include consumer behaviour, taxation and international trade.
Economics is also an important component of the Administrative Studies
program. Our department concentrates on developing a solid groundwork of fundamental theoretical knowledge and analytical skills. Regular
problem-solving sessions are an integral part of the program.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Mathematics is strongly
recommended.
Year 1 courses
ECON 120/Political economy.
ECON 190/Principles of
economics.
Career planning
Our honours program is
designed to prepare students
for graduate studies.
Economics majors are welcomed in M.B.A. programs
and law schools. Economic
literacy is also essential for
careers in the civil service,
management, politics, national
and international agencies such
as the World Bank, and
research positions with insurance companies, investment
houses and banks.
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Extradepartmental Studies

English
As English majors soon learn, it is never enough simply to 'like' or 'dislike'
something you've read. Your initial, perhaps inartic4late responses must
be sharpened iilto sound critical judgements. English students deepen
their understanding and appreciation of language and literature, and
broaden the range of literature they understand. Works of literature deal
with the whole of living. Above all, students are trained to think, intelligently and independently, first about literature, and through that, about
all aspects of modem life-from advertising, movies and mass culture
to various philosophies of living. After an introductiort to the main literary
themes and genres, students focus on various historical periods-such as
the Renaissance and the Victorian age-and a wide range of options,
including poetry, novels, Canadian and American studies, creative
writing, linguistics and literary criticism. In all studies, the need to read,
think and write clearly is stressed. Special combined programs in English
and Drama can be arranged.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admissions requirements
English is mandatory.

Year 1 courses
ENGL 191/Introduction to
literature. ENGL 199/Language, subject, meaning.

Career planning
The general skills learned by
studying English are valuable
in all professions. Specifically,
careers may include creative
writing, work in various
communications media,
advertising, public relations,
publishing, teaching and
library work.
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A common lament of many university students is that there just isn't time
to study everything that sounds appealing or challenging. When their
major areas of study become their passion, students find there is no
opportunity to take .t he occasional course that piques their interest.
Through Extradepartmental Studies, however, Brock students are offered
a variety of courses that may be taken for credit in any degree program.
The scope of these courses is refreshing and diverse. Courses may be
cycled from year to year, and new ones added.

Courses
EXST 102/Introducton to the
civilizations of Asia
EXSf 190/Comparative religions
EXST 191/History of fine arts
EXST 192/Women's studies
EXST 201/Two and three
dimensional design
EXST 202/Drawing
EXST 203/Painting
EXST 211 fY oung people's
literature
EXST 203hc/Indian literature
EXST 23lhc/Buddhist and
Hindu art of India
EXST 260/0ld Testament
studies
EXST 290/Human sexuality
EXST 299/Society and culture
of Southeast Asia
EXST 350/Art and religion
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Geological Sciences

Geography
Geographers study the distribution and character of physical and human
phenomena and forms of the earth's surface. Being able to identify and
explain natural and cultural patterns through their spatial aspects enables
geographers to tackle problems such as urban sprawl, atmospheric
pollution and resource management. At Brock, students may concentrate
on either human or physical geography. And whether the investigation
is urban or resource oriented, practical work experience is stressed in
seminars, field studies and week-long excursions. The unique geography
of the Niagara peninsula provides an ideal outdoor classroom for a range
of environmental studies, including climate, mapping and survey techniques, observing industrial locations, agriculture, towns and the
character of recreational areas. The department offers full cartographic
and laboratory facilities, and operates the University's map and aerial
photo library.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements

Geology involves the study of the earth, its history and the processes
that have been active in the past and are active today. Accordingly,
contemporary environmental processes and even mineralization are
of interest. Special concerns of the department lie in such fields as
geochronology, hydrology, geomorphology, volcanology and economic
geology. Quaternary geology, arctic studies and Paleozoic stratigraphy
are some broader areas of study. Our modern facilities include radio
carbon dating and x-ray fluorescence analysis. Visiting scientists and
guest lecturers help to widen students' horizons. Field work is particularly
stressed by the department-all courses have a field component in their
laboratory sessions. Field trips and camps are conducted locally, throughout Ontario and overseas. Formal field studies have also been conducted
in Tobago, Trinidad, Arizona and Iceland.

English is mandatory.
Mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 course
GEOG 192/Geography and
the environment, emphasizing
the Canadian situation.

Career planning
Our graduates have found
employment in such diverse
areas as urban, regional and
resource planning, corrervation,
market research and analysis,
cartography, tourism, teaching
and transportation analysis.

B.Sc. and honours B.Sc. programs are available.

1
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Admission requirements
English is recommended. Two
credits in mathematics are
mandatory. Two of physics,
chemistry, biology, or geology
are mandatory.
Year 1 courses
GEOL 195/Introduction to
earth sciences. • GEOL 190/
Introduction to geology.
*primarily for non-science
students

Career planning
The department takes an active
role in helping students find
both summer jobs and permanent positions. Students are
prepared for teaching, research
and survey work with academic
institutions, provincial-federal
surveys, industry and have the
background for work as
consultant geologists.
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Germanic and Slavic
Studies
The Department of Germanic and Slavic Studies is pioneering a new
approach to the teaching of German and Russian. To reflect the needs of
today's students, we have designed integrated programs in German Area
Studies and Slavic Area Studies. At all levels, our language courses are
oriented towards the modem language of politics, economics, industry
and history, as well as the traditional vocabulary of philosophy and
literature. The study of both German and Russian can begin in our introductory language courses. Literature studies include major authors and
works from medieval times to Solzhenitsyn. Culture and civilization
courses stress contemporary problems and institutions as well as the
wealth of the germanic and slavic heritages. These popular courses are
open to all students, and include art, architecture, mythology and intellectual history. To utilize the many films, slides and tapes we have,
special programs have been designed for our audio-lingual labs. A
summer travel/study/work in Germany program is arranged by the
department each year for senior students.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

History
Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 courses

LING 190/Introduction to
linguistics. GERM l 00/German
language introduction.
GERM 11 0/Reading knowledge
of German. GERM 190/
Language and literature
(Intermediate 1). GERM 195/
Culture and civilization of
central Europe. RUSS 100/
Basic Russian. RUSS 190/Intermediate Russian. RUSS 195/
Russian culture and civilization.

History can be seen as the analysis of change over time, focusing on
why societies change the way they do, when they do. The study of history
involves the evaluation and interpretation of evidence, and the construction of clear and logical arguments based on that evidence. Our
department offers a wide variety of courses that can be grouped into five
interest areas: political and diplomatic, social and cultural, North American,
European, and British and imperial history. Students can explore such
diverse subjects as the European peasant, the emergence of total war,
Canadian nationalism and modem intellectual history.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.

B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Career planning
History majors may find careers
in politics, law, journalism,
government services, foreign
service, librarianship, museum
and archival work, public
relations, banking and
teaching.

Year 1 courses

HIST 100/The past hundred
years (Canada, the U.S., Europe).
HIST 190/Medieval civilization
0/Vestem European, Byzantine,
Islamic).

Career planning
Our programs are designed to
provide personnel for a variety
of occupations such as those
now available in the European
Economic Community. Careers
may include international
politics, commerce and trade,
translating, interpreting, tourism,
civil service and teaching.
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Philosophy
Philosophy is the pursuit of knowledge. Students investigate the most
fundamental beliefs about themselves, other people and the universe. In
studying how both classical and contemporary philosophers deal with
basic questions-the limits of human knowledge, the nature of good and
virtue, freedom, the role religious belief should play in one's life, logic,
morality and ethics-students will come to understand their own personal
philosophy. Our department offers varied and penetrating programs that
include Western and Eastern thought. You will have the opportunity
to explore the writings and revelations of Plato, St. Augustine,
Kierkegaard, Confucius, Sartre, Marx, Buddhism, Zen and many others.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Physical Education
Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 courses

PHIL 190/Introduction to
philosophy.
PHIL 191/Social philosophy.
PHIL 192/Eastern philosophy:
an introduction. SANS l 00/
Introduction to classical Sanskrit.

Career planning
Studying philosophy enables
students to develop their
creative and critical thinking
abilities. This may be applied to
a broad range of professional
work, including law, diplomatic
training, teaching, social work,
writing and church vocations.
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From the earliest times, scholars and health enthusiasts have insisted
that a sound body is fundamental to the development of a sound mind.
Our School of Physical Education could not agree more. By emphasizing
physical education for children, we have developed an innovative and
exciting program. Studies focus on movement and motor skill development, the role of physical activity and sport in society, its relationship to
mental and physical health, and the physiology of exercise. Planning
outdoor and community recreation programs, preventing injuries and
specific sports skills are also important. The physical education centre
provides excellent facilities for athletic and cultural activities. Included
are two gymnasia, six squash and handball courts, fencing/dancing studio,
combatives room and weight rooms. Physical education majors are
welcome participants in intramural, recreational and varsity sports.
B.Phys.Ed. and honours B.Phys.Ed. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Year 1 course

PHED 190/Physical activity
and man.

Career planning
A B.Phys.Ed. degree makes
you eligible for positions in
parks and recreation departments, agencies such as the
YMCA, coaching and teaching
(after completing a certification
year in an education faculty or
college).
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Physics
Physics is the study of the microscopic particles of nature, such as atoms,
nuclei, electrons and photons. Physicists come to understand a vast
range of natural phenomena by means of a few fundamental conceptsspace and time, forces, energy and its conservation .. quantum mecharucs
and probability . Our program is designed to proVlde students Wlth an
understanding of the principles of basic interactions of classical and
quantum physics. Balancing theoretical and actual experimental work,
students may go on to specialize in areas such as atomic physics, .
molecular spectroscopy, statistical mechanics and sohd state physics.
Our facilities include complete electrical, electronic, mechanical and
glass blowing services, a laser, and nuclear particle radiation detectors
and electronic data handling systems. Faculty members have established
co-operative research programs with scientists at the National Research
Council, Atomic Energy of Canada and other universities.
B.Sc. and honours B.Sc. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is recommended. Two
credits in mathematics are
mandatory. One credit each in
chemistry and physics are
mandatory. A third credit in
mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 courses
ASTR 100/Introduction to
astronomy, for non-science and
science majors. PHSC 191 I
Introduction to physical science.
PHYS 101 /Energy and power.
PHYS 120/Introduction to
classical physics.
Career planning
There are opportunities for
physicists in research and
development in government,
industry and university labs,
technical sales, computer programming, electronics design
and teaching.

Politics
Everyone engages in political activity, but not everyone takes the time
to study politics. And that's unfortunate, because it is through politics
that we shape the future of our world. In politics, the focus is always on
the ideas, institutions and processes by which people govern and misgovern themselves. Political scientists are interested in matters as diverse
as conflicts in city hall, reform of abortion laws, the influence of special
interest groups on government policy, or China's cultural revolution.
Our department is proud of its reputation for quality in both teaching and
scholarship. Lectures and seminars are designed to provide maximum
opportunity for individual initiative and development. After a basic
introduction to political ideologies and behaviour, students may
specialize in Canadian politics, comparative politics, international
politics, law and administration, or political theory. Canadian politics is
a central component of our program, addressing matters fundamental
to our nation's present and future.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 course
POLl 190/Introduction to
politics.
Career planning
Politics majors may use their
education for careers in federal,
provincial and local government service, international
service, law, business management, journalism, teaching, as
political party researchers or
parliamentary employees.
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Psychology
Psychology studies how people and animals think, feel and behave.
The various fields of psychology relate to mental processes, learning,
perception, personality development, motivation, social conditioning
and more. Emphasis is placed on research, understanding behaviour,
and applying the findings to treat social or personal problems. Our
department emphasizes the acquisition of basic knowledge and skills,
whether you decide to stress experimental, clinical, developmental or
social psychology. There is a broad range of courses to choose from,
including those that deal with contemporary issues such as drugs
and behaviour, the handicapped child, stress, and language and
communication. Students may become involved in leading seminars,
participating in faculty research and working in the community.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 course
PSYC 190/Introduction to
psychology.
Career planning
Psychology provides a
necessary background for
positions in schools, hospitals,
government service, social
service agencies, personnel
management, teaching and
clinical work. Post-graduate
work is required for full
professional status.

Romance Studies
French, Italian, Spanish
Within today's national and international cultural mosaic, a command of
any or all of these three languages derived from Latin is an important
asset. Our Romance Studies department has designed a comprehensive
range of programs to provide students with a thorough knowledge of
language (spoken or written), literature and culture. Particular importance
is placed on the literature of Latin America and French-speaking
territories outside of France, especially Quebec. There are no
prerequisites for entry. Independent study and natural fluency are
stressed in our well-equipped language labs. Culture and civilization
courses, open to all students, utilize texts, slides and tapes to survey the
religious, social, artistic and political factors inherent to the French,
Italian and Spanish ways of life and thinking. Students are encouraged
and assisted in visiting the language environment that interests them.
The division of French has recently established a close tie with a
summer school at Cap d'Ail on the French Riviera.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.
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Admission requirements
English is mandatory.

Year 1 courses
FREN 100/F rench language
introduction. FREN 180/Practical
French lanuage. FREN 190/
French language and literature.
ITAL 100/Italian language
introduction. ITAL 190/Italian
language and literature.
SPAN 100/Spanish language
introduction. SPAN 190/
Spanish language and literature.
Career planning
Language proficiency is desirable for careers in the diplomatic
service, international agencies
such as UNESCO, tourism,
translating and interpreting,
broadcasting, foreign trade and
teaching. In Canada, the mastery
of French is a must for careers
at the national level in the civil
service, politics, law, banking
and business.
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Sociology
The study of structures, processes and changes in human society are all
part of sociology. In analyzing how people behave and relate to one
another, sociologists may look at societies as a whole, or the individual in
relation to various social groups. Our department stresses the importance
of the student's ability to identify a problem, restate it in researchable
terms, develop the research and then gather and analyze data. Therefore
the emphasis is on the 'doing' of sociology, in the laboratory and the field .
Once familiar with principles and methods in social analysis, students may
concentrate on areas such as the family, delinquency and crime, ethnic
groups, large-scale organizations, communities and schools. Our facilities
include complete closed-circuit tv and other audio-visual equipment.
B.A. and honours B.A. programs are available.

Admission requirements
English is mandatory.
Mathematics is recommended.
Year 1 courses
SOCI 190/Man and society.
SOCI 191/Issues in Canadian
society. SOCI 194/Introduction
to linguistics.
Career planning
A background in sociology is
important for careers in the
education and mental health
fields, social services, occupational training, personnel
management, industrial relations,
research programs, marketing
and teaching.

Urban and Environmental
Studies
Pollution, urban sprawl, social discontent and conflicts in resource
management touch all of our lives. The formulation of questions and the
development of new approaches and possible solutions to these problems
comprise the focus of the Institute of Urban and Environmental Studies.
Our programs are designed to develop your ability to deal with the social
and physical problems of urban culture and natural environment,
paying special attention to the Niagara peninsula, Ontario and Canada.
The answers to these complicated problems require the perspectives and
special skills of many disciplines. Therefore, the Institute offers combined
major degree programs-your work in urban and environmental studies
is complemented by courses in either biological sciences, chemistry,
economics, geography, geological sciences, politics or sociology. This
integration of expertise and ideas increases the range of future options
open to you. Each student in the Institute has a faculty adviser who assists
in program planning and choosing options. In co-operation with public
officials and agencies, field work is provided in local and regional
communities.
In combination with other disciplines, B.A. , B.Sc., and honours B.A. and
B.Sc. programs are available.
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Admission requirements
English in mandatory.
Mathematics is recommended.
Students working towards a
combined degree with a science
must meet the admission
requirements of that department.
Year 1 course
UEST 190/Canadian urban and
environmental issues.
Career planning
Many graduates find direct
employment in urban and
regional affairs, public planning,
environmental science or
resource management; or pursue
careers in the social services,
market analysis, teaching, or
research. This can be either with
government agencies, consulting
firms, or private enterprises.
Others advance to graduate
work in urban or environmental
studies, planning or related fields.
Opportunities for in-training
practical experience and
summer employment are being
developed continuously by the
Institute.
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Life at Brock

Library facilites

At university, you exchange expectation for experience. You develop
the mental machinery necessary to cope with a complex world and the
role yo1,1 wish to play in it. But going to university also represents three
or four of the most important years of your life-years that should be
challenging and exhilarating. Your intellectual life is enriched, and at times
relieved, by your social activities and interests outside the classroom.

The library is one of the focal points of the University.
Occupying five floors of the Brock Tower, it provides ample materials
and comfortable places for students to read and work. The library
collections total500,000 books, periodicals, documents, journals and
microforms. The Documents Collection contains official publications of
local, provincial, state and federal governments, as well as reports from
various agencies, companies and international organizations. In addition,
there is a Fine Arts Collection, and a Special Collection of rare books
and materials published in, or dealing with the Niagara region. Students
hav_e open access to all but the Special Collections. The Listening Room
is equipped with record players, tape decks, and a collection of more than
4 ,000 records and tapes. Half of the entire sixth floor of the Tower is a
reading lounge, with individual study carrels, work areas and back and
current issues of local, national and international newpapers, magazines
and journals.

BUSAC-the students' administrative council-is responsible for most
student affairs, programs and organizations. It sponsors orientation, a
weekly film series, arranges for special speakers and debates, and
manages the Campus Centre and any concerts or social events. The
workings of the Council itself provides many people with the chance to
get involved in student and university politics.
Your creative energies might find their outlet (and vocation) with Radio
Brock, or Press, the campus newpaper. You'll find a club for almost
every department and athletic team, from BUGS (geography club) to the
irrepressible rugby supporters.

The University Map Library is maintained and operated by the
Geography department.

Brock has room enough for crowds-and quiet. There are numerous
lounges, cafeterias, and retreats. Acres of fields and glens and the tranquility of Lake Gibson have lured many people outdoors.

The Instructional Resource Centre, located in the College of Education,
houses print and audio-visual materials related to education studies.
These are also available to all students.

Most important of all, life at Brock means getting to know an incredible
variety of people: faculty and students from parts of the province-and the
world-you've never heard of before. Some will be older, some younger,
but all will help you broaden your outlook, your interests, and your life.
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Books and banking

Athletics and recreation

The centrally-located book store carries most textbooks, as well as trade
and reference materials, paperbacks, stationery and technical supplies,
magazines and an assortment of Brock regalia.

Our athletic programs and facilities are designed to involve as many
members of the university community as possible. The emphasis is to get
you involved as participants, not merely spectators.

A sub-branch of the Bank of Nova Scotia is located on campus for the
convenience of students, faculty and staff.

The physical education centre houses two gymnasia, six squash and
handball cou~s, combatives room, a fencing/dancing studio, weight
rooms and offices for faculty, coaches and trainers. Everyone is welcome
to use the facilities .

A place to call home

At Brock, interest in athletics and recreation is booming. There are intramural games in basketball, volleyball, tennis, badminton, golf, hockey
and ~as~, to name some. Recreational clubs for fencing , sky diving,
dancmg, frisbee, karate, yoga, sailing, skiing, and scuba diving are always
open to new members. Throughout the school year, the physical education
staff holds sports skills workshops in tennis, squash, yoga, fitness, dance
and trampoline.

For many students, where they live is just as important as where they go
to class. If you are from out of town, or simply living away from your
parents, you have the option of either living in residence or off campus.
Living in residence is an excellent way to meet people and adjust to
university life. At Brock, you don't have to sacrifice comfort for the
convenience of living on campus. Our residence is not a dormitory . The
complex consists of ten linked 'houses' that accommodate a total of 420
men and women. Each house has five floors built on a split-level design.
Rooms are arranged in suites for six, with two double rooms, two single
rooms and a living room. Every suite contains full washroom facilities
and a small kitchen unit for snacks. Most essential services are provided.
The complex itself has lounges, colour tv rooms, recreational facilities,
laundry and utility rooms and a cafeteria. Fees, including meals, are
approximately $1500 to $1600 per academic year. All residents must
purchase a meal contract. Residence students are largely self-governed;
most rules concerning day-to-day life are established co-operatively
through a residence committee.

At the same tiJ?e, though, B;ock is an active and enthusiastic partICipant m mens and women s varsity sports. We compete at the intercollegiate level in basketball, volleyball, rowing, rugby, soccer, curling,
cross country and track and field, fencing , golf, hockey and skiing.

The Housing Office, located in residence, provides lists of off-campus
lodgings that include addresses and information about the kinds of
accommodation available. University bulletin boards and local newpapers
also provide information about apartments and houses for rent.
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Student services
The University provides a number of services for students, including
academic and psychological counselling, health services, job placement,
financial advice and assistance and housing information.

outlooks and job requirements is yours for the asking . Our placement
service assists graduating students by arranging interviews with
representatives from various companies and organizations. Advice about
job-hunting skills such as resumes, applications and interview techniques
is also provided.

The office of the Dean of Students is open to anyone who wishes to discuss
academic or personal problems.

Financial assistance All students (full and part time) who are in need
of financial aid should visit the Financial Assistance Office for information
about the various assistance programs sponsored by the federal and
provincial governments. All the necessary forms are available from the
office. Brock awards a number of scholarships and bursaries. Scholarships
are awarded on academic achievement and no application is required.
Bursaries, however, are granted on academic performance and/or
financial need. Applications can be obtained from the office.

Academic counselling First year students who are unsure about
admissions, which programs of study to follow or which courses to take
should contact the Registrar's Office and arrange for an informal
counselling session. Students may then be referred to specific departments
and faculty members.
Health services The Health Service staff includes two physicians and
a registered nurse. The service provides medical care, referrals and
consultations when required. Confidential medical information forms for
all first year and transfer students must be completed during registration.

Money matters

Counselling centre All members of the Brock community may receive
professional psychological services from our staff. Primary services include
group and individual counselling, and programs directed at specific
areas of personal growth and development. All contacts with students are
considered confidential and information will not be released without the
student's express consent. A self-help room is located in the Centre for
students' use, and contains a wide variety of personal adjustment material
and educationaVvocational information.

When estimating your expenses, keep in mind academic fees, living costs
(residence, rent), money for books, and important extras such as transportation costs and funds for entertainment and leisure activities.

Fees Academic fees are charged on a per course basis. They include
costs for registration, tuition, library and laboratory use, examinations
and graduation. (Information on graduate student fees is available in the
Graduate Calendar.)

Career planning and placement In co-operation with the
Department of Manpower, the Placement Office provides many services
and facilities for students throughout their university years. People who
are looking for part time or summer employment will be assisted as much
as possible. Career counselling is an important facet of the Placement
Office's work. Information about possible occupations, employment
Page40
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Student loans The federal and provincial governments co-sponscr the
Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP), a loan/grant program
which provides financial assistance, based on need, to eligible students.

1977-78 fee schedule
Fee per course-regular students
$150.00
Fee per course-College of Education $150.00
Fee per course-visa students*
$300.00
$3.00
Service card

OSAP application forms and further information about other sources of
financial aid may be obtained from the Financial Assistance office.
Students should apply for OSAP as early as possible after May 1st to
ensure that they will receive funds reasonably early in the academic year.

( • Students who are not Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, foreign
students sponsored by CIDA, or do not have some diplomatic privileges
will pay visa student fees.)

Come and visit us

In addition to academic fees, students who take three and a half or more
courses in the regular fall/winter session must pay the following:

This handbook is just an introduction to Brock and all it has to offer. If you
have any questions, please write for additional information. Better still,
come and see the University for yourself. You can get first-hand details
about admission requirements and programs, tour the campus and sit in
on classes.

Health fee--charged on the basis of $2 per full course, $1 per half course,
to a maximum of $20.
Athletic fee--charged on the basis of $4 per full course, $2 per half course,
to a maximum of $20.
Student Council fees are included in academic fees. The Board of Trustees
makes an operating grant to the Students' Administrative Council
(BUSAC) of $4 per course taken in the fall/winter session.

Student awards and financial aid
Scholarships Students entering first year at Brock need not apply for
scholarships-everyone will be considered on the basis of their
application. Scholarships will be offered to all students with an early
admission average of 80 per cent or better.
The University also awards in-course scholarships to students of academic
excellence who are promoted to the second, third or fourth year of their
studies.

For tours, campus visits or
programs in your school:
Doug Geddie or Kathryn Prosser
Liaison and Information Office
(416) 684-7201, ext. 462

For applications and admissions
information:
Ainsley Towe, assistant registrar
(416) 684-7201 , ext. 262
Karen Mandziuk, admissions officer
(416) 684-7201, ext. 262

For details about scholarships,
bursaries and student loans:
Ann Stavina
Financial Assistance Office
(416)684-7201, ext. 300

For information about residence
and off-campus housing:
Jo Palmer
Housing Office
(416) 684-7201 , ext. 287
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Our mailing adc:!rm; is: Brock University, St. Catha.rines, Ontario. L2S 3Al .
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and homes in the peninsula.
His once-scarlet battle jacket is
now housed in the National
War Museum, Ottawa. The hat
he almost wore - a special
order, it arrived from England
just after his death - is on
display in the historical society's
museum in Niagara-on-the-Lake.
And since 1964, Brock
University has opened its doors
and its minds to thousands of
students of all ages.
The lighter side of this little
history lesson owes its thanks
to some of those students.
Lightning struck Brock's
monument in 1929 and robbed
the stone soldier of his left arm
and shoulder. The pieces were
stored in obscurity until 1965 ,
when a group of adventurous
first year students liberated the
shoulder and brought it to a
new home on campus.
Needless to say, the authorities
were not amused, and the
shoulder was shipped back.
But only temporarily. As a
tribute to the many individuals
and organizations that were
instrumental in founding the
University, the piece was
officially donated to us in 1971 .
So if you ever need a shoulder
to cry on, try Brock's,
conveniently located in
Founder's Court, an outdoor
retreat in the heart of the
campus.
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Brock -a man, a mystique,
and a vital chapter in our
nation's growth and
development. It is a name
you can be proud to share.
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